Leeds Food Preference Questionnaire
The Leeds Food Preference Questionnaire (LFPQ; Finlayson, King, and Blundell, 2008) provides
measures of different components of food preference and food reward. Participants are presented
with an array of pictures of individual food items common in the diet. Foods in the array are chosen
by the experimenter from a validated database to be either predominantly high (>50% energy) or low
(<20% energy) in fat but similar in familiarity, protein content, sweet or non-sweet taste and
palatability (fig. 1). The LFPQ has been validated in a wide range of research (Finlayson, Arlotti,
Dalton, King, & Blundell, 2011; Griffioen-Roose, Finlayson, Mars, Blundell, & de Graaf, 2010;
Verschoor, Finlayson, Blundell, Markus, & King, 2010). Responses are recorded and used to compute
mean scores for high fat, low fat, sweet or savoury food types (and different fat-taste combinations).
Alternatively mean low fat scores can be subtracted from the mean for high fat scores to provide an
‘Appeal Bias’ for high fat versus low fat food for each outcome. The appeal bias can be useful for data
reduction in less complex research designs that do not require the analysis of specific food
categories.
Method
Food preference to be measured in the fasted and fed states by a computer task taking
approximately 10 minutes for subject to complete. The LFPQ provides measures of different
components of food preference and food reward and has been validated in a wide range of research.
Subjects are presented with an array of pictures of individual food items common in the diet. Foods
in the array have been chosen by Leeds University from a validated database to be either
predominantly high (>50% energy) or low (<20% energy) in fat but similar in familiarity, protein
content, sweet or non-sweet taste and palatability (see Figure 1).

Figure 1 Typical food array used in the LFPQ

Responses are recorded and used to compute mean scores of the outcome measures explained
below, for the 4 food categories:


high fat and sweet



low fat and sweet



high fat and non-sweet



low fat and non-sweet

Outcome Measures: explicit liking and implicit wanting
The endpoints ‘explicit liking’ and ‘implicit wanting’ from the LFPQ will be calculated for each of the 4
food categories by Leeds University and transferred electronically to Liverpool University. The data
on which the calculations were based will be transferred separately.
Explicit liking
To measure explicit liking (see Figure 2), the subjects rate the extent to which they like each food
(How pleasant would it be to taste this food now?). The food images are presented individually, in a
randomised order and subjects make their ratings using a 100-mm VAS.
Scores for explicit liking range from 0 to 100 mm.

Figure 2 Representative question for the LFPQ for assessment of explicit liking

Implicit wanting
Implicit wanting is assessed using a forced choice methodology in which the food images are paired
so that every image from each of the 4 food categories was compared to every other category over
96 times (food pairs). Participants are instructed to respond as quickly and accurately as they can to
indicate the food they want to eat the most at that time (Which food do you most want to eat now?).
To measure implicit wanting (see example in Figure 3), reaction times for all responses are covertly
recorded and used to compute mean response times for each food type relative to the overall mean
response time after adjusting for frequency of selection. Implicit wanting is scored for each food
category as a function of reaction times weighted by frequency of selection:

where
t : average of the entire set of reaction times
Nwin : number of times category A was selected
Nlose : number of times category A was not selected
Scores for implicit wanting typically range from -100 to 100 (no unit).
A positive score for 1 of the 4 categories indicated a more rapid preference for that specific category
over other categories. A score of zero indicated equally preferred. The frequency weighted algorithm
was used so the implicit wanting score was influenced by both selection (positively contributing to
the score) and non-selection (negatively contributing to the score) of food type. To measure Food
Choice (see Figure 3) the mean frequency of selection for each food type was recorded.

Figure 4 Representative screen pictures for the LFPQ assessment of implicit wanting

4 additional endpoints relating to fat and sweet appeal bias will be included. All endpoints are based
on existing measurements of explicit liking and implicit wanting outcome measures from the LFTP
data.


Fat appeal bias, explicit liking (mean score for high fat, explicit liking – mean score for low fat,
explicit liking)



Sweet appeal bias, explicit liking (mean score for sweet, explicit liking – mean score for nonsweet, explicit liking)



Fat appeal bias, implicit wanting (mean score for high fat, implicit wanting – mean score for
low fat, implicit wanting)



Sweet appeal bias, implicit wanting (mean score for sweet, implicit wanting – mean score for
non-sweet, implicit wanting)

